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ABSTRACT 

In this work, binary mixtures of a non-ionic surfactant (Triton X-100) and water were studied with 

concentrations of 30%wt H2O, showing, lamellar mesophase at temperatures below 10oC. Different 

dicationic ionic liquids were used for doping these mesophases: 1,n-bis(3-methylimidazolium-1-yl)alkane, 

1,n-bis(1-methylpyrrolidinium-1-yl)alkane and 1,n-bis(pyridinium-N-yl)alkane dibromide, where n = 6 and 

8. Polarized Optical Microscopy and Small-Angle X-ray Scattering were used for identifying the 

mesophases and the influence of different dicationic ionic liquids on the lyotropic liquid crystals phase 

transitions. The addition of dicationic ionic liquids to the lyotropic liquid crystals samples led to changes in 

transition temperature and in mesophase structure itself (such as characteristic distances).  
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Introduction 

 Triton-X 100/water binary system has a well-known phase diagram1 in which the main 

ordered phase is hexagonal, and also have a small region of lamellar phase at low temperature 

(from 0oC to 6oC) and high concentrations (from 65 to 80wt% of Triton X-100). 

Ionic liquids (ILs) are salts with low melting points (< 100o C), solely composed of 

mobile ions. They are often referred to as designer materials due to the infinite possibility of 

combinations for anions and cations, thus rendering ionic liquids with their own set of physical 

or chemical properties, suitable for specific applications in several fields, such as 

electrochemistry2, catalysis3,4,5,6,7, CO2 absorption8 and gas chromatography stationary phases9, 

among others. 

Ionic liquid crystals are a class of liquid-crystalline compounds that contain ionic units in 

the mesophase. Due to the presence of anions and cations, ionic liquid crystals are ion 

conductive, enabling the construction of materials with anisotropic electric current 

conductivity10. In general, ionic interactions tend to stabilise lamellar mesophases, due to an ion-

ion stacking and electrostatic interactions11. 

Exploration of the lyotropic liquid crystals (LLC) behaviours of surfactants in ionic 

liquids may provide a better understanding of intermolecular actions in self-assembly and also 

improve some properties of LLC, like better thermostability compared to those constructed in 

aqueous media. In these systems, various LLC phases could be detected, including the normal 

hexagonal, lamellar, sponge and reverse bicontinuous cubic phases, some of them not detected in 

aqueous media. The modification of the alkyl chain length in surfactant was reported as a 

possible way to come from a reversal to a normal mesophase12. 
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 The introduction of self-assembled nanostructures into IL systems is an efficient way to 

enhance their molecular recognition ability which favours the development of high-performance 

separation technologies, advanced sensors, drug-delivery systems, and materials synthesis13. 

 In this work, LLC in lamellar mesophases doped with dicationic ionic liquids (DIL) were 

investigated under Small Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS) and Polarized Optical Microscopy 

(POM) techniques. The DIL’s used are geminal dicationic liquids formed of imidazolium, 

pyrrolidinium, and pyridinium-based cations containing Br- as an anion (Figure 1). Two different 

linkage chains were studied (n = 6 and n = 8),   and the effects of these structural variations on 

the mesophases were examined. 

 

Figure 1. Dicationic dibromide ionic liquids DIL-1-5 used in this study. 

 

Experimental Section  

Materials 

Lyotropic Liquid Crystals 

Binary mixtures of a non-ionic surfactant and water were prepared with Triton X-100 

from Sigma Aldrich and distilled water. The concentration of 70%wt %Triton X-100 was used 

for lamellar mesophase14. Samples were prepared  by mixing all components in a vortex and 

using an ultrasound bath and centrifugation for homogenization. For doped LLC, solid DIL-1-5 

were directlly added to the lamellar matrix. 
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Dicationic Ionic Liquids 

All germinal dibromide dicationic ionic liquids were prepared in high purity using 

standard methods described in the literature15-22. The DIL-1-5 compounds were obtained as pure 

amorphous white solids in 60-85% yield, and were fully characterized by 1H and 13C NMR. 

1,6-Bis(1-methylimidazolium-3-yl)hexane dibromide [C6(C1Im)2][Br2] (DIL-1)15,16. 1H NMR 

(300 MHz, D2O) δ 1.26-1.39 (m, 4H), 1.76-1.92 (m, 4H), 3.87 (s, 6H), 4.17 (t, J = 7.1 Hz, 4H), 

7.41 (s, 2H), 7.45 (s, 2H), 8.69 (s, 2H); 13C NMR (75 MHz, D2O) δ 24.8, 29.1, 35.7, 49.4, 122.2, 

123.5, 135.8. 

1,8-Bis(1-methylimidazolium-3-yl)octane dibromide [C8(C1Im)2][Br2] (DIL-2) 15,17. 1H NMR 

(300 MHz, D2O) δ 1.30 (br s, 8H), 1.77-1.89 (m, 4H), 3.87 (s, 6H), 4.17 (t, J = 7.1 Hz, 4H), 7.41 

(s, 2H), 7.46 (s, 2H), 8.70 (s, 2H); 13C NMR (100 MHz, D2O) δ 25.2, 27.8, 29.1, 35.7, 49.5, 

122.2, 123.5, 135.8. 

1,6-Bis(1-methylpyrrolidium-3-yl)hexane dibromide [C6(C1Pyrr)2][Br2] (DIL-3) 18 , 19 . 1H 

NMR (300 MHz, D2O) δ 1.38-1.49 (m, 4H), 1.74-1.89 (m, 4H), 2.11-2.26 (m, 8H), 3.03 (s, 6H), 

3.30-3.36 (m, 4H), 3.42-3.57 (m, 8H); 13C NMR (75 MHz, D2O) δ 21.3, 23.0, 25.3, 48.1, 64.0, 

64.3. 

1,8-Bis(1-methylpyrrolidium-3-yl)octane dibromide [C8(C1Pyrr)2][Br2] (DIL-4) 20 , 21  . 1H 

NMR (300 MHz, D2O) δ 1.3-1.42 (m, 8H), 1.71-1.83 (m, 4H), 2.12-2.25 (m, 8H), 3.02 (s, 6H), 

3.28-3.33 (m, 4H), 3.42-3.52 (m, 8H); 13C NMR (75 MHz, D2O) δ 21.3, 23.0, 25.2, 27.9, 48.0, 

64.3. 
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1,6-Bis(pyridinium-1-yl)hexane dibromide [C6(Py)2][Br2] (DIL-5)22 . 1H NMR (300 MHz, 

D2O) δ 1.35-1.45 (m, 4H), 1.96-2.09 (m, 4H), 4.61 (t, J = 7.4 Hz, 4H), 8.06 (t, J = 7.1 Hz, 4H), 

8.50-8,57 (m, 2H), 8.84 (d, J = 5.7 Hz, 4H). 13C NMR (75 MHz, D2O) δ 24.8, 30.3, 61.7, 128.3, 

144.2, 145.6. 

Polarized Optical Microscopy 

The samples were encapsulated inside micro slides 0.2 mm thickness sealed with 

Parafilm®, placed in an INSTEC HS1-i hot stage system, and positioned in a Leitz orthoplan-pol 

microscope. Micrographics were taken with a digital camera coupled to the microscope and 

temperature was variated from 6oC to 40oC, to avoid sample evaporation. 

 

Small Angle X-ray Scattering 

SAXS experiments were performed in a Xenocs Xeuss SAXS/WAXS system. It has a 

GeniX beam delivery system with a Cu anode X-ray tube (λ = 0.15411 nm), two scatterless slits 

as a collimator, and a two-dimensional Dectris Pilatus 300 K detector which registers the 

patterns. The beam delivered to the samples has a square cross-section of 0.5 mm × 0.5 mm. The 

exposure time for SAXS measurements in each sample was 15 min. The circular averaging of the 

two-dimensional images were made using the SOLEIL Foxtrot software. The scattering vector 

modulus is defined as q = (4π sinθ)/λ, where 2θ is the scattering angle. Samples were 

encapsulated in capillary glass tubes 1.5mm diameter and measurements were performed at a 

controlled temperature of 6oC. 
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Results and discussion 

 Firstly, all prepared samples were observed in a polarised optical microscope positioned 

on a hot stage, as described before. The temperature was variated from about 6oC up to 40oC, and 

micrographics were taken with a digital camera coupled to the microscope; In Figure 2 showed 

some of them. 

 

Figure 2. Microscopic textures of the 70 wt% Triton-X100-water binary system; The samples were 

observed for temperatures from 6oC to 40oC, at a rate of about 5 °C/min, encapsulated in micro slide de 

0.2 mm thickness using with 10X magnification, at 45o with a polariser (P) and analyser (A). (a) lamellar 

matrix doped with DIL-5, exhibiting lamellar texture at 9oC, (b) lamellar matrix doped with DIL-2 exhibiting 

lamellar texture at 5.3oC, (c) non-doped lamellar matrix, exhibiting Maltese crosses in the centre and 

colourful borders at 9oC. 

POM enabled the construction of a phase diagram, Figure 3, with transitions temperatures 

for all investigated samples. Phase transitions temperatures slightly change: for DIL's with n = 8; 

a small decreasing of transition temperature lamellar-isotropic phase was noticed; for DIL's with 

n = 6 a small region (about 2oC) of coexistence phase appeared between lamellar and isotropic 

phase, reducing the lamellar phase in comparison to n = 8. 
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Figure 3. Phase Transitions Temperature for all samples. 

SAXS experiments were performed at 6oC of temperature, in lamellar mesophase, for all 

samples. Figure 4 shows SAXS results for the lamellar matrix (black line) and samples doped 

with three different DIL: DIL-1 (marine line), DIL-3 (olive line) and DIL-5. All curves presented 

the lamellar mesophase signature, a relation 1:2 of the Bragg peaks positions23,24. The addition of 

the dicationic ionic liquids increased the intensity of SAXS curves in 50% up to 100%, pointing 

to more ordered structures. In detail, it is also possible to see a peak position deviation for small 

values of scattering vector, q, for first and second order peaks, that means an enlargement of the 

lamellar structure for all DILs. The values for lamellar periodicity23 (spacing), d=2/q1, where q1 

refers to the first peak, and DIL's concentrations for each sample can be found in Table 1. 
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Figure 4 SAXS results for lamellar matrix and three samples doped with different DIL with six carbons 

(n=6) in the central chain. Lamellar matrix (black line) and samples doped with DIL-5 (red line), DIL-1 

(marine line) and DIL-3 (olive line).The error bars are comparable to the line thickness and were omitted 

for clarity. 

 

Table 1. Results of lamellar periodicity for lamellar phase obtained from SAXS experiments at 6oC. 

Abbreviation Dicationic ionic liquid dopant 
DIL concentration 

(mols%) 
Bragg peak positions 

relationship 
d (Å) 

L No doping 0 1:2 46.61 

DIL-1 C6(C1Im)2(Br)2 0.22 1:2 47.67 

DIL-2 C8(C1Im)2(Br)2 0.28 1:2 47.38 

DIL-3 C6(C1Pyrr)2(Br)2 0.40 1:2 48.00 

DIL-4 C8(C1Pyrr)2(Br)2 0.22 1:2 47.42 

DIL-5 C6(Py)2(Br)2 0.48 1:2 48.00 

 

A comparison of the influence of the number of carbons (n = 6 and n = 8) in the central 

chain of DIL was done (Figure 5) for Cn(C1Im)2Br2 and Cn(C1Pyrr)2Br2. There is a small shift to 

the right of peak positions with increasing carbon number, but the relation 1:2 is preserved, as 
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well the peak intensity, indicating that lamellar mesophase is preserved but with a small lamellar 

periodicity d. 

 

Figure 5 SAXS results for Cn(C1Im)2Br2 (above) and Cn(C1Pyrr)2Br2 (below) for n=6 and n=8. DIL-1 (olive 

line), DIL-2 (purple line), DIL-3 (marine line) and DIL-4 (orange line). The error bars are comparable to the 

line thickness and were omitted for clarity. 

 

Using the lamellar periodicity, d, which was found for the pure lamellar mesophase, we 

calculated membranes thickness, dm, and water layer thickness, dw, where d = dm+dw, and d = 

dm/(1-vfw), vfw is the volumetric water fraction, getting dm=31.97 Å and dw=14.64 Å. The addition 

of the DIL's studied in this paper in a lamellar mesophase lead to a more ordered lamellar 

mesophase, with a larger lamellar periodicity d. The increasing in lamellar periodicity with DIL 

doping may be due to an increase of water layer thickness or membrane thickness.  
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Table 2. Water Layer thickness, dw, for lamellar phase obtained from SAXS experiments at 6oC. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DILs molecules are shorter than Triton-X molecules, and its interaction with the 

hydrophilic part of Triton-X promote an enlargement of the water layer, more significant for 

DIL-3 and DIL-5, in comparison with DIL-1 (Table 2).  

 

Figure 6: Water Layer thickness, dw, as a function of DIL/Triton-X molar ratio. 

 

Figure 6 shows the dependence of water layer thickness (dw) with the proportion of the 

number of DIL molecules compared with Triton X (DIL/TRX). The increase of DIL/TRX causes 

an increase of dw. For DILs with n = 6, the values of DIL/TRX are 0.08, 0.07 and 0.06, for DIL-

5, DIL-1 and DIL-3, respectively, while for DILs with n = 8 are 0.04 for DIL-2 and 0.03 for 

DIL-4. This result shows that the lamellar periodicity mainly depends on of the molar ratio 

between DIL and Triton-X. Molecular interactions between Triton-X and DIL may be 

contributing to a tight molecular arrangement, leading to a more rigid structure. 

Abbreviation dw(Å) 

L 14.64 

DIL-1 16.04 

DIL-2 15.64 

DIL-3 16.09 

DIL-4 15.46 

DIL-5 16.22 
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When comparing changes as a function of alkyl chain length (n = 6 or 8) it is possible to 

verify that DILs with smaller chain (n = 6) promote an increasing in lamellar periodicity larger 

than that promoted with DILs with larger chain (n = 8). 

As a conclusion, the doping LLC with DIL practically does not affect phase transition 

temperatures and promote a better organisation of the system. The periodicity of the lamellar 

phase can be tunable with DIL dopings, what can be very useful to applications for lamellar 

LLC. 
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